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ABSTRACT

Teaching and learning of anatomy have greatly transformed in last two decades. Innovations in medical education, like integrated curricula and inclusion of PBL were considered to be responsible for the decline in anatomy learning. Allocated time for anatomy teaching has reduced in medical schools in last two decades across the world. Living and surface anatomy facilitates students in developing skills for future clinicians. Some educationist considered it to be main teaching tool for learning anatomy as a replacement of dissection based cadaveric anatomy. Innovations in medical technology and reduced allocated time paved the way for implementing teaching methodologies e.g., body painting, peer physical examination, medical imaging and virtual anatomy softwares in teaching and learning of living and surface anatomy. This article focuses on reviewing the historical background and current trends in teaching and learning of living and surface anatomy with special emphasis upon its pedagogical aspects also some views of medical educationists. It also compares pros and cons of various teaching methodologies used in learning of living and surface anatomy, emphasizing on challenges faced in its pedagogy. Finally, it concludes that living and surface anatomy should be considered as an integral part of the curriculum. Inclusion and implementation of teaching and learning strategies, such as body painting, peer physical examination, medical imaging and virtual anatomy softwares will enhance learning of living and surface anatomy in an integrated and relevant framework.
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INTRODUCTION

Anatomy has been considered a key element of medical education for centuries and has survived current challenging pedagogic test of time.¹²³ Gross anatomy with microscopic and developmental anatomy constitutes traditional anatomy curricula.⁴ The teaching hours of anatomy have been reduced in the United States from 1930s to 1980s, but the traditional teaching predominates and lacks integration and clinical correlation.⁵⁶ There was a reduction of average teaching hours of the gross anatomy in medical schools, in the United States from 355 hours in 1955 to 149 hours in 2009.⁷ There was a dramatic change in anatomy curriculum since 1960, including discontinuation of cadaveric dissection and inclusion of prospection, radiological anatomy and simulation.⁸ From the time of the implementation of problem based curricula in the medical schools of Australia and New Zealand, an average of 171 teaching hours have been allocated for anatomy.⁹ The curricular reforms in anatomy were responsible for the clipping of all traditional disciplines of anatomy in United States medical schools i.e., gross anatomy, histology, embryology and neuroanatomy.¹⁰

Medical schools in Asia also adopted many curricular changes implemented in U.K., U.S.A., and Canada for last twenty years.¹² The changes such as reduction in allocated teaching hours, changing role of dissection in medical education and shifting of traditional teaching to an integrated teaching approach, were important factors that emphasize the role of innovative teaching and learning strategies in anatomy education of 21st century.¹³¹⁴
Living anatomy is explained as learning of anatomy by observing living human body. Most clinicians faces the body as living anatomy, whereas cadaveric anatomy is only encountered in the dissection room. In current pedagogical trends of anatomy, the function of living and surface anatomy has increased in medical curricula. In recent changing scenario of medical education, large number of medical schools introduced integrated curricula where basic sciences are learned with clinical correlations.

An educationist promotes newer teaching modalities e.g., self-directed learning, problem-based learning, and computer-assisted learning mainly achieved by implementing living anatomy, surface anatomy and radiological imaging as teaching tools while a traditionalist (surgeons and anatomist) stressed on the importance of dissection of human cadavers. The reduced course hours and decreased time spent in dissection compelled many medical schools to upgrade the development of anatomical resources via new technological advancements e.g. innovation in multimedia and by inculcating living anatomy sessions by peer examination, life models and imaging. This article focuses on reviewing the historical background, current trends, and views of medical educationists and undergraduates towards teaching and learning of living and surface anatomy.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF LIVING AND SURFACE ANATOMY

The history of anatomy teaching by using living human body can be traced up to 18th century. Dr. William Hunter, an eminent anatomist of 18th century, during his lectures at Royal academy, used living models for demonstration of body movements. An eminent anatomist of late 19th century, Professor Mathis-Marie Duval, used living anatomy as a teaching tool for medical students. A manual titled “Living Anatomy” authored by Burns and Colenso, which was the collection of 12 male and 8 female illustrations, depicting muscles painted on the body, that were used in different actions and activities like kneeling, boxing, rowing, fencing, dancing and running were also used for teaching. He emphasized the role of living anatomy as a supplement in training of anatomy obtained by dissection of cadavers in his book titled Anatomie in living models. Living body is a first principle of learning anatomy as published in “Living Anatomy: A photographic atlas of muscles in action and surface contours”. Medical students were not getting chance to transfer anatomy that they had learned in the dissection room to the living body. This could be considered as the first study, which correlates living anatomy with the rest of anatomy curriculum. Physical examination was defined as a clinical application of surface anatomy. Living anatomy and peer examination were correlated as learning methodology instead of live models and peer examination gave hands on practice to facilitate learning of surface anatomy. Integration of clinical problems in teaching gross anatomy, including living anatomy and radiological anatomy, stimulates students learning of gross anatomy.

CURRENT TRENDS IN THE PEDAGOGY OF LIVING AND SURFACE ANATOMY

Different teaching and learning methods such as computer multimedia, interactive lectures, small group learning, practical sessions and imaging have been discussed in understanding of living and surface anatomy. A survey conducted to explore current and future instructional methods for anatomy practicals in fifteen medical schools and sixty physical therapy schools in the United States reported that cadaver dissection was currently the most common teaching tool, but it predicts to decline in coming years, and more time will be dedicated for new technology-based practices. Living anatomy session augments learning of anatomy in students, facilitating in providing spatial orientation of body structures, learning of natural variations and introducing important clinical features of body surfaces.

Surface anatomy, imaging and therapeutic procedures were considered as three main modalities for learning living anatomy. Teaching methodologies used for surface anatomy included body painting, peer examination, living anatomy model, and full body digital X-Ray in combination with palpation of landmarks on peers and cadavers, supplemented with self-directed learning.

Body painting, an efficient and well accepted learning tool for living and surface anatomy provides conducive medium for introducing communication skills and promotes positive learning atmosphere. The first in incepting body painting as a learning method for teaching surface anatomy was used in 2002. Apart from efficient learning tool in anatomy education, body painting appeared to be relaxing and innovative way of learning which provided some relief to the students from text books. In body painting, the stimulation of visual stimuli with tactile trait of exercise facilitated easy recall of knowledge.

The surface anatomy provided enough opportunity to practice physical examination at very early stage in medical education, which prepared students for life-long clinical practice. Peer physical examination was considered as one of the important and widely accepted teaching tool in conducting living and surface anatomy sessions.
Physical examination of “life models or fellow students” bodies during living anatomy session helped surpass their feeling of embarrassment improved their professional attitude towards patients, and also developed insight of what it is like to be patient. The peer physical examination helped students in developing mental picture of deep organs, facilitates practice of physical examination during clinical skills session and also expedite the performance of physical examination on patients in clinical surrounding.

Medical imaging technologies such as plain radiographs, CT scan, MRI, and ultrasound were considered as an efficient tool in learning of living anatomy. The most familiar imaging modality for studying living anatomy till now is a radiograph. The integration of radiological images in gross anatomy has reported to enhance the student’s proficiency to recognize radiological images, rectify their ability in identifying anatomical structures and facilitates long term knowledge retention.

The introduction of full body digital X-Ray images of cadavers at Department of Biological Sciences, Stellenbosch University during dissection session enhanced learning of surface anatomy. In 1994, Hannover Medical School in Germany introduced a program which consisted of radiology classes along with living anatomy session in basic sciences phase to introduce clinical application of anatomy. Ultrasound demonstration session in Otago Medical School, New Zealand was started for third year students to teach living anatomy and the programme was found to be successful among the students. Students find use of ultrasound as an innovative exercise, which stimulates learning of clinical anatomy accompanied with enrichment of their reasoning skills. The Brighton and Sussex Medical School in United Kingdom developed anatomy curriculum, which integrated living anatomy covering three dimensional imaging and surface anatomy as its domain along with cadaveric dissection. The use of software that allowed students to project 3D reconstruction of structures on the surface of living body, when integrated with peer physical examination, body painting and other learning methods helped them to construct a precise representation of spatial relationship of body. The College of Medicine, Majmaah University in Saudi Arabia, at the end of the basic phase, introduced imaging and surface anatomy longitudinal module of eighteen week duration with two contact hours per week. The students already possessed knowledge of body structures and anatomical landmarks.

VIEWS OF MEDICAL EDUCATIONIST AND MEDICAL UNDERGRADUATES TOWARDS TEACHING AND LEARNING OF LIVING AND SURFACE ANATOMY

Learning of surface anatomy gives intricate insight on static anatomy of cadavers by giving chance to students to visualize body parts in living human beings and also provides an opportunity to identify the variations between the individuals. The use of life models were graded superior to cadavers in learning of surface anatomy as it contributes students learning by offering anatomical contents, providing individual feedback in communication and examination skills and enhancing humanistic value of body. In 2003, a study was conducted in Queen University in United Kingdom to evaluate the impact of curricular changes on the knowledge of surface anatomy by comparing students of old traditional curriculum with students following new system based curriculum. The results of the study showed better performance of old traditional students compared with a new system based approach. From the above study, it can’t be only argued that students of the traditional system are better than system based approach because this study was based on simple written examination testing, the first level “Knows” of Miller's pyramid, however, living and surface anatomy can be better tested as a skill which need to assess third level “Shows How” of Miller's pyramid.

In College of Medicine, King Saud University Saudi Arabia, the feedback from interns and medical students about anatomy curriculum identified that the gross anatomy duration was adequate, but coverage of clinical anatomy, imaging, living anatomy and surface anatomy were found to be inadequate. It was predicted that up to year 2020, expert physiotherapy anatomy instruction time will reach up to an average of 18%, and expert medical school anatomy instruction time spent on teaching of living and surface anatomy will cross on an average more than 1.5%. General studies and survey carried out among medical and allied sciences colleges showed that the time allocated for surface anatomy, computer assisted teaching and imaging need to be increased. The study was done by Patel and Moxham (2006) assessing attitudes of professional anatomist towards curricular changes in anatomy and its teaching and learning methodologies concluded prospection with living anatomy as second most preferred way of teaching, and it also revealed that more than ninety percent of anatomist engaged in the survey favors curricular changes, although dissection preferred to be most favorable teaching methodology. The inclusion of “Living AnatoMe” program in Mt. Sinai School of Medicine in United States enhances medical student’s capability of comprehending anatomical knowledge along with providing a sense of physical awareness and wellbeing.
Learning of anatomy which included body painting, drawing, movement and surface anatomy, and she argued that multisensory hands on learning has been stimulated by all these methodologies.68 The study regarding perception and attitude of first year medical students towards peer physical examination concluded that more than ninety percent students were comfortable for same gender with all body parts except for breast and inguinal region.69,70 Survey performed on the first year medical students at Guy’s King’s and St. Thomas Medical School London, United Kingdom, concluded that peer group models were main teaching methodology for learning surface anatomy although computer teaching, videos and lectures were complementing it.71 Introduction of web based tutorial of surface anatomy during teaching sessions improved knowledge of students.72 The application of internet as learning resource has been increased in 21st century. Students are getting more dependent on the web for receiving information and seeking additional resources, so medical educators are required to modify their attitude towards the process of teaching basic sciences especially anatomy.14 The perception of touch is regarded as one of the primitive grown sensation in the human body and considered as most important for clinical practice.74 The application of virtual tools by using haptic technology enhanced the capability to explore and perceive virtual anatomy.75 They used a learning resource named anatomy workbench, which presented a 3D dynamic model of finger anatomy, a visuo-haptic environment for interactive segmentation of visible human data and 3D surface model of hand anatomy that can be palpated by pencil like device. The study conducted to collect feedback of the rectal palpation simulator “The Haptic Cow” from first year students of veterinary college, London received positive response about 3D visualization and life-like feel of an internal anatomy without the need of using cadaver.76 The acceptance of ultrasound in teaching and demonstration of living anatomy in medical students has been increased, due to lack of any significant side effects.77,78 Eight percent of medical students and seventy seven percent of dental students in a study conducted by Ivanusic et al. (2010) perceived that ultrasound imaging on a living human is effective in demonstrating anatomical structures.50 The Ohio State University College of Medicine developed vertical ultrasound curriculum, where first two years mainly emphasize on understanding basic medical science by using ultrasound and in clinical years, the stress was laid on indications and image interpretation.79 Studies showed that including integrated focused ultrasonography as the teaching supplement and a clinical support facilitates in training future physicians by acting as a bridge for integrating anatomy with clinical practice.80,79

CHALLENGES

The hours allocated for the teaching of anatomy have been abruptly reduced in recent medical curricula.2,7,14 There is a need of careful planning to include students-directed anatomy objectives in the curriculum and its implementation. The difficulty in framing of anatomy curriculum is within the subject itself, due to “competition for space and time” between recently introduced but widely accepted perspectives e.g., surface and imaging anatomy, applied and clinical anatomy and anatomical variations that become an integral part of the anatomy teaching.81 The other significant challenge is about the methodology used in the pedagogy of living and surface anatomy. Different medical schools are adopting different ways or integrated approach of using more than one teaching methodology for surface and living anatomy; however, literature showed pros and cons of different teaching methodologies used for living anatomy and surface anatomy.82,21,14,44,13 Studies showed that the effectiveness of body painting can be achieved, when it is conducted in conjunction with clinical skills.40,3,28,37,58

Embarrassment, anxiety and feeling of discomfort before, during or after the session have been reported in students who participated in peer physical examination.83,84,41 Several studies showed that student’s willingness and attitude towards peer physical examination were related to gender, age, religious background, and body image.83,15,85,87 A questionnaire based survey conducted by O’Neill and colleagues among medical students of mixed ethnic background in Manchester University concluded the religion as a factor for reluctance in performing peer physical examination especially female students from Islamic background.89 The study done at Faculty of Health Science’s, UAE regarding views of interns and senior medical students towards clinical skill lab concluded that the majority of female students were not comfortable in permitting peer physical examination of the body parts.88
THE WAY FORWARD

Living and surface anatomy forms the bridge between clinical practice and gross anatomy. Challenges have been faced in teaching anatomy due to inadequately allocated time, but there is a need to look forward for proper integration of living and surface anatomy in medical curricula. The living and surface anatomy should be considered an integral part of ‘core’ content of anatomy and need to be covered in practical sessions. AMEE guide no. 41 explained radiological anatomy and imaging as visual perspective of practical anatomy. The learning resources and activities need to be aligned properly with assessment as argued by Biggs theory of constructive alignment.

There is a need to focus on the positive factors associated with learning of body painting such as kinesthetic nature, relatively inexpensive, associated motivation and enthusiasm among students. The body painting proves to be efficient if supplemented properly with traditional anatomy, clinical skills, drawing and labelling of the body parts.

Positive aspects associated with the physical examination such as skills and attitude development, integration of theory and practice, and acquiring precise knowledge of anatomical landmarks need to be addressed. Sensitive issues such as religious background, gender, examination of intimate body parts, which are affecting student’s attitude towards learning methodology, can be resolved by complementing it through digital resources, providing standardized patients during a physical examination and with cadaveric marking. There is a need to introduce set written protocol, formal consent, and systematic training for involved faculty staff to address negative factors associated with peer physical examination. The issue regarding the sensitivity of female students towards peer physical examination and body painting need to be studied more especially in the countries of Islamic background as there is a paucity of literature in this aspect. More studies are required to evaluate the efficiency of commonly used learning methods in living and surface anatomy and their impact on the students learning of surface anatomy, clinical skills like physical examination and procedures.

Virtual Human dissectors can be used with projectors to superimpose anatomical images on the participants, facilitating peer examination. YouTube can be used as a point of knowledge for facilitating learning of surface anatomy was found to be insubstantial. The faculty members can contribute by adding their work on YouTube so that, so that it would be shared and disseminated adequately.

Dissection is still considered as an important tool in anatomy education, but various feedbacks and surveys showed increasing acceptance of living and surface anatomy in medical curricula. Teaching of living and surface anatomy has to move simply from cadaver based surface marking used in traditional curricula. It has to respond towards fast and rapidly changing medical curricula and surface anatomy need to be more evidence based and practically relevant. The increased acceptance of imaging and virtual anatomy among medical undergraduate students should be addressed and integrate properly with other teaching tools of living and surface anatomy.

Implementation and inclusion of above described innovative teaching strategies will facilitate learning of living and surface anatomy in an integrated, relevant, applied and contextual framework for medical students.
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